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Abstract: Professional landscape architecture organizations have requested training from educational
institutions based on new skills and methodologies in the curriculum development of students.
Landscape architects need to visualize and evaluate the spatial relationships between the different
components of the landscape using two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) maps and
geospatial information, for which spatial orientation skills are necessary. The data from six
workshops conducted throughout the 2010–2020 period, in which 560 second-year engineering
students participated using different strategies and technical tools for spatial orientation skills’
development, were collected in a unique study. Factors such as the technology used, the gaming
environment, the type of task, the 2D/3D environment, and the virtual environment were considered.
The Perspective-Taking Spatial Orientation Test was the measurement tool used. The results show that
mapping tasks are more efficient than route-based tasks. Strategies using 2D and a 2D/3D combination
are more effective than those with only 3D. First-person perspective gaming environments are
also a valid alternative. The technologies applied in this study are easy to use and free, and a
measurement tool is provided. This facilitates an interdisciplinary approach between landscape
architecture education and professional practice since these workshops could also be easily carried
out by professional bodies for landscape planning and management.

Keywords: 3D environments; geospatial technologies; landscape architecture education; spatial
orientation skill

1. Introduction

Landscape architecture is a professional field that focuses on the spatial configuration of landscapes
and landforms on different scales. Landscape architects need to visualize and evaluate the spatial
relationships between the different components of the landscape [1,2]. Landscape architecture has
grown from a design profession to a planning and design profession [3]. While engaging in planning,
to study and present their proposals, landscape architects make use of maps, plans and geospatial
information, both in 2D and 3D, to visualize the impact of the project in the landscape environment where
it will take place [4]. Chaloupska, Hrusova and Chaloupsky [5] stated that “Landscape interpretation
requires understanding the relations between the map, the represented space, and oneself, which is not
an easy task”. For these tasks, it is necessary to use spatial thinking [6]. Spatial thinking is “the ability
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to visualize and solve problems spatially” [7] (p. 60]. Akinci and Akinci [8] and Cho [9] highlighted
the relevance of spatial skills in Landscape Architecture Education, and Sinton [10] (p. 234) also
highlighted the importance of performance enhancing spatial thinking training based on specific tasks
for professions such as landscape architecture, among others.

In the European Higher Education Area, which is the context of this research, landscape architecture
professional organizations actively participated in the accreditation of degrees in Landscape Planning,
Engineering and Architecture in the design of educational standards; in curriculum development
and in the assessment of landscape architecture programs [11]. Higher Education institutions are
required to pay special attention to spatial thinking and spatial skills. As a result of this synergy, spatial
competences are among the most transversal competences of Landscape Planning, Engineering and
Architecture degrees [12–15]. The dropout rate for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM) degrees is almost 50% [16], and, according to data from the Higher Education Research
Institute [17], many students drop out of STEM training because they do not develop the necessary
skills. Therefore, it is necessary to develop strategies for training and improving spatial skills.

The present work is focused on a component of spatial skills that is of great relevance in landscape
architecture: spatial orientation skill, defined as “the ability to physically or mentally orientate oneself
in space” [18] (p. 71). There are numerous classifications of spatial skills [19–23], and some of
them, such as those by Bodner and Guay [24] and Tartre [25], consider spatial orientation as the
main component of spatial skills. Krejcí and Hradilová [26,27] and Liu and Nijhuis [1] worked with
orientation in the context of landscape architecture. Jorgensen K. and Karadniz, N. [28] discussed the
deficiencies in the spatial orientation skills of landscape architecture students.

Spatial orientation has aroused great interest in educational institutions. In Spain, where the
present research was carried out, the curriculum directives of the minimum teaching decree issued by
the Ministry of Education and Science for primary and secondary education highlight the importance of
spatial orientation [29]. In Higher Education STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics)
fields, spatial skills (and therefore one of its main components, spatial orientation) are considered a
prominent factor [30]. In the Engineering and Architecture degrees of the European Space for Higher
Education, students must acquire competences and skills related to the interpretation and analysis of
cartographic information, as well as cartography and the techniques for modifying the terrain necessary
to carry out studies and projects related to territorial, urban, and landscape elements [13,31–33]. Spatial
orientation is required to perform these tasks. The National Council of mathematics teachers [34] also
espoused the relevance of spatial orientation for the description, interpretation, and modeling of the
physical world. In disciplines like mathematics and geometry, there is research on teaching strategies
for the acquisition of spatial orientation [35–37]. Organizations such as the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), the National Geographic Survey (NGS), and the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) also emphasize the relevance of spatial orientation skills.

Spatial skills can be developed through specific training with adequate materials [35–42]. Therefore,
designing specific strategies based on orientation tasks for training and developing spatial orientation
skill is a challenge for landscape architecture education in response to the requirements of professional
organizations of spatial and landscape planning and management [11–13]. It is necessary to focus on
this task from an interdisciplinary perspective between educational institutions and the professional
world—that is, to propose strategies that can not only be implemented in educational institutions
but can also be used by landscape architecture professionals for the development of their spatial
orientation skills.

To this end, six workshops with different strategies, technical tools, and methodologies for the
development of spatial orientation skills were employed by the Research Group on the Development
of Spatial Skills of the La Laguna University (http://dehaes.webs.ull.es). In these workshops,
a total of 560 second year civil engineering students participated. Civil engineering, urban design,
and architecture are all disciplines related to Landscape Architecture [8]. The approaches of these
workshops were based on factors related to orientation tasks, such as the technology used; the type of
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activity; the use of a game or non-game environment; representations in 2D, 3D, or combining 2D and
3D; and, finally, immersive or non-immersive environments.

The same spatial orientation measurement tool was used in all workshops (the Perspective-taking
spatial orientation test [43,44]) with the same kinds of participants (second year civil engineering
students). Using the same measurement tool and the same population cohort allowed comparisons to
be made based on quantitative data.

The data from all these workshops were collected in a unique study. Through statistical inference
methods, comparisons were made between the different factors. In this way, we could determine
which combinations among the variables considered are most effective for the development of spatial
orientation skills.

The present research seeks to offer answers (based on the development of spatial orientation
skills) to questions such as: Are video game environments more effective than other non-game-based
strategies? What role does the use of 2D or 3D play? Is a strategy based specifically on tasks
related to survey learning, wayfinding, or a combination of the two better? What roles do immersive
environments play versus non-immersive ones?

Knowing to what extent the factors described influence the development of spatial orientation
skills will be of great relevance to both educational institutions and organizations related to the
professional practice of landscape architecture.

2. Materials and Methods

In the present research, the data from six workshops carried out specifically for the development of
spatial orientation skills were used, in which Pre-test and post-test measurements of spatial orientation
skill were performed with the Perspective Taking Spatial Orientation Test.

Interesting elements for developing a study on landscape architecture education are landforms.
Interpretation of the relevant landforms, as well as the use of landforms to define space, plays
an important role in landscape design [10]. In turn, urban landscape architecture is developed
in urban environments in which landforms do not have a role as relevant as that in non-urban
environments. Landmarks, lines (edges and paths), areas (districts), and volumes (buildings) are terms
relevant to urban design [45]. These landmarks (objects typical of urban environments, significant
milestones, or signals) are used for orientation tasks in urban environments [26]. Therefore, in the
workshops, some activities related to the visualization, interpretation, and modeling of landforms.
Urban environments were also used to carry out orientation tasks through landmarks.

The research process carried out in this study is detailed in the methodological diagram in Figure 1.Land 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 16 
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2.1. Participants

A total of 560 second-year civil engineering students participated in the six workshops carried out
over eleven academic years (2010–2020). None of the participants had previous experience with any of
the technologies used in the workshops. Moreover, none of the participants had previously performed
the Perspective Taking Spatial Orientation Test before the pre-test.

2.2. Spatial Orientation Skill Measurement Tool

In all the workshops described in this paper, the spatial orientation skill was measured with
the Perspective Taking Spatial Orientation Test [43,44]. This test consists of 12 exercises that must be
completed in a standard time of 5 minutes. Each test exercise is done on a separate sheet. Each test offers
a collection of different drawn objects (a cat, a house, a car, a tree, etc.) distributed at the top of the sheet,
with a circle at the bottom. Participants must imagine that they are located on an object looking at a second
object, as indicated in the exercise statement. Then, the participants must determine, drawing a line in
the circle in the sheet, the angle to turn to look at a third drawing. This test measures the error (in degrees)
between the marked angle and the correct angle. Because of this, the participants who obtained lower
results are those who have a better capacity for spatial orientation. This test and its instructions are
available at https://www.silc.northwestern.edu/object-perspective-spatial-orientation-test/.

2.3. Workshops Classifications: Technology, Aactivity, Games, Dimensions, and Immersivity

The technologies used in these workshops included Spatial Data Infrastructure geoportal (SDI),
augmented reality technology (AR), virtual reality (VR) with virtual reality glasses, the Unity game
engine (used for 3D terrain modeling), and Computer-Aided Design (CAD) (applications such as
Cad Mapper combined with SketchUp and Street View applications). In landscape architecture,
maps, as well as geospatial technologies, such as Google Earth, Google Maps, the Street View Service
of Google Maps, and GIS (Geographic Information Systems), have been used for the identification
and classification of the landscape [46,47]. Therefore, a wide spectrum of technologies is involved,
ranging from applications like SDI, to 2D and 3D rendering environments, video games, and virtual
reality environments.

Regarding the kind of activity, spatial orientation skills are necessary for navigation tasks in
the environment to orient ourselves when we move in space and when we use maps or geospatial
information [30,48,49]. Tartre [25] and Golledge et al. [50] list two main sources of geospatial thinking
acquisition: route-based learning (ground level), also called navigation or wayfinding, and aerial or
map like perspectives (survey learning or map learning). The term “route-based learning” is also
known as “exploratory navigation” or wayfinding. This refers to movement through space in a certain
environment where we need to orient ourselves. This orientation is accomplished through local
information from different views—that is, by acquiring information during movement and not using
geographic north, as with a map. Spatial learning, through route-based learning, is acquired from
the perspective of the observer at ground level. In contrast, from an aerial or map-like perspective,
spatial references are acquired from the aerial vantage point used by maps [51]. Space is perceived
from a fixed orientation—the north of the map [52]. This is why some authors also call this process
“survey learning” or “map learning” [53]. When using a map, the orientation of the elements that
appear on that map is perceived relative to known links. To orient using a map, we need to orient the
map in space [54].

Therefore, activities related to the two sources of spatial orientation skill acquisition were
conducted: survey learning and/or wayfinding (or combining both). The use of strategies based on one
or the other activity, or combined learning strategies between the two, is an active field in the recent
research on training and improving spatial orientation [5,55,56].

Game environments have shown potential for the development of spatial skills and have also
been studied accordingly. Many researchers have proposed using a 3D perspective based on 2D
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representations [57–59], such as the perception of the landscape starting from a map with contour lines.
Previous research concluded that a 2D and 3D combination is useful for precise orientation and position
tasks [60]. Therefore, 2D and 3D displays, along with 2D/3D combination displays, were employed in
the workshops. It is also important to analyze the impacts of VLEs (Virtual learning environments)
through virtual reality technology, which can provide immersion. The classifications of the workshops
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Classifications of the workshops.

Workshop 1 2 3 4 5 6

Technology SDI 1_1 SDI_2 AR 2 VR 3 Game Engine 3D CAD
applications

Activity: survey
learning/wayfinding Survey learning Survey learning and

Wayfinding Wayfinding Survey learning
and Wayfinding Wayfinding

Game or Not Game Not game Game Not game

2D/3D 2D 2D and 3D 3D 2D and 3D 3D

Immersive/non-
immersive Non immersive Immersive Non immersive

1 SDI: Spatial Data Infrastructure Geoportal 2 AR: Augmented Reality 3 VR: Virtual Reality.

A common denominator enables comparisons between all of these previous studies: All studies
used the perspective-taking spatial orientation test [43,44]. Furthermore, all the students participating in
this study were from the same engineering course. This allows for a cross-sectional examination based
on quantitative data to determine which strategies, technologies, or teaching–learning environments
are the most suitable for training and improving spatial orientation skills.

2.4. Data Processing

The gains obtained in the Perspective Taking-Spatial Orientation Test Score were computed as the
difference between the Pre- and the Post-Workshop Score. The percentages that the gains represent
of the maximum score from the Perspective Taking-Spatial Orientation Test were also computed to
clarify the results. The obtained data were subjected to descriptive analyses and ANOVAs (ANalysis
Of VAriance) after a Levene test of variance due disparity of sample sizes (n). In all statistical tests,
the level of significance was set at 0.05. The statistical analyses were performed using SPSS v.21.0. [61].
For the SPSS Research Data, see supplementary material.

3. Workshops

The SDI_1 and SDI_2 workshops [62,63] were held with the Canary Islands Spatial Data
Infrastructure (SDI) geoportal since the Canary Islands were the geographical environment where
the research was carried out. In the AR workshop, augmented reality technology was used [64].
In the VR workshop, virtual reality was used with virtual reality glasses [65]. To study a video game
environment, a Unity workshop was carried out with the game engine Unity [66]. Finally, 3D modeling
CAD applications like CadMapper were used together with the SketchUp application [67].

The full description of each of these workshops can be found in the indicated sources. A brief
description of each of the workshops is provided below.

3.1. SDI_1 and SDI_2 Workshops

Recent research has underlined the important role that Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) plays in
landscape architecture [10,68,69]. Spatial data infrastructures are geoportals that offer the user a series of
resources (geographic information servers, applications, links, etc.) for querying geospatial information.
They offer online map interfaces in which geospatial information can be consulted in different formats,
such as orthophotos, cartography at different scales, and satellite images (to name a few). In addition,
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they allow access to geographically referenced thematic information databases. Organizations like
the Computer Research Association recommend the use of SDIs for teaching–learning processes in
STEM disciplines [70].

The SDI workshops worked with different representations of landforms. In both (SDI_1 and
SDI_2) workshops, there were two phases: (1) introductory and (2) improvement. In the introductory
phase, participants were instructed on the use of the geoportal, its main commands, and its functions.
In the improvement phase, in the SDI_1 workshop, participants carried out survey learning activities
related to spatial orientation exercises using 2D landform maps. In the SDI_2 workshop, the approach
was to work with spatial orientation, combining survey learning and wayfinding activities using
landforms. Not only 2D maps but also 3D perspectives were used to allow each student to engage in a
navigation experience at ground level, as if they were walking directly on the ground.

Previous works in the field of landscape architecture education use maps and geospatial
applications. Meireles and Loures [71] developed a strategy based on PBL (Project-Baed Learning) as
part of a landscape architecture bachelor design studio for the redesign of public spaces. In this work,
the authors used maps and Quantum GIS software. They also used a PBL-based strategy to study
the personal skills (communication, collaborative, self-learning, etc.) of the landscape architecture
students [72] but not their spatial skills, as analyzed in the present research.

3.2. Augmented Reality Workshop

Augmented reality is a powerful tool that that offers great possibilities in landscape architecture
education and professional settings. Kerr and Lawson [68] worked with augmented reality (AR) in a
mobile blended learning experiment for landscape architecture students. Also using AR, Schroth and
Zhanf [73] developed an educational tool to help landscape architecture students read contour lines
maps. Konopacki [74] used AR for visual reconstructions of architectural and landscape designs.

In our workshop, participants determined locations and routes based on interpretations of
landforms represented in 2D and 3D. The 2D representations were maps featuring contour lines with
different landforms, such as maximum slope lines, depressions, slopes, hills, etc. With augmented
reality, the landforms were represented in 3D through the recognition of a marker on a 2D map using a
camera, thereby obtaining a digital model of the terrain in 3D. The students needed to use their spatial
orientation skills to make a 2D/3D interpretation by visualizing the appearance of the scenes from
different strategic points with conventional 2D and AR representations.

3.3. Virtual Reality Immersive Workshop

The participants navigated an urban Virtual Environment using VR glasses and a motion sensor.
The motion sensor (joystick) allowed the user to move around the environment (exploratory navigation).
Students applied their spatial orientation skills through exploratory navigation from a ground-level
perspective using landmarks in an urban environment instead of landforms. They experimented using
immersive sensations in an urban landscape architecture environment.

3.4. Game Engine

The positive effects that games have on the development of spatial skills have been the subject of
numerous studies [75–77]. In this workshop, the students practiced engaging in landscape architecture
with landforms. In the first phase, the students received training on the representation of landforms
with contour line maps and 2D orthophotos. Then, using the Unity game engine, participants designed
an environment in which they modeled different five landforms in 3D. The participants had to describe,
with respect to the cardinal points, the position/location (N, S, E, W) of each of the landforms with
respect to the others from their current position/perspective. For this, the students used the position of
the Sun, also represented in the scenario. The first-person character controller offered by Unity allowed
the user to travel the terrain and visualize the whole scenario as if he or she were there. Using this
view, the terrain was not shown from an aerial view, as is usually the case on maps. The environment
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was visualized as it would be if the participants were in a real environment using their first-person
perspective (wayfinding). Participants designed their cardinal locations by recording a first-person
perspective virtual tour. In addition to these characteristic orientation activities, this player perspective
is effective for the development of spatial skills [78].

3.5. 3D CAD Applications

Cad Mapper is a 3D digital mapping repository that, together with the 3D CAD application
SketchUp, was used in an urban landscape architecture activity based on green infrastructure (vertical
gardens). Green infrastructures are green spaces intended to improve environmental conditions,
as well as the health and quality of life of citizens [79]. For this reason, exposure to the sun of vertical
gardens is an important factor to consider. Students had to account for the cardinal orientation (N, S, E,
W) of buildings according to their shadows, depending on the different positions of the sun throughout
the day. The position of the sun allows one to optimize the thermal performance of the vertical gardens
in buildings and to analyze the influence of meteorological factors on its thermal performance.

4. Results

In order to determine the differences in gains according to the different methods of classification
used for the workshops, an ANOVA was performed for each classification. Table 2 shows the
descriptive and ANOVA statistics of gains, according to the five methods of classification. In order to
clarify the value of the gains, these gains were also described as a percentage. The percentage data,
therefore, represent the percentage with respect to the maximum score of the Perspective Taking-Spatial
Orientation Test.

Table 2. Statistics of gains according to classifications.

Classification Mean Gain SD Gain (%) n F df p-Value η2
p

Technology *

SDI_1 19.2 15.5 21.3 248

2.37 5554 0.038 0.021

SDI_2 19.1 16.1 21.2 158
AR 20.1 14.8 22.4 63
VR 12.8 14.0 14.2 32

Game Engine 14.2 17.0 15.8 27
3D CAD apps 12.8 15.6 14.3 32

Activity *
Survey Learning 19.2 15.5 21.3 248

4.49 2557 0.012 0.016Wayfinding 12.8 14.7 14.2 64
Survey Learning
and Wayfinding 18.8 15.9 20.9 248

Game
No game 18.5 15.6 20.6 533

1.95 1558 0.163 0.003Game 14.2 17.0 15.8 27

Dimensions *
2D 19.2 15.5 21.3 248

4.49 2557 0.012 0.0163D 12.8 14.7 14.2 64
2D and 3D 18.8 15.9 20.9 248

Immersion *
No Immersive 18.6 15.8 20.7 528

4.16 1558 0.042 0.007Immersive 12.8 14.0 14.2 32

Total 18.3 15.7 21.3 560

Classifications marked with * have significant differences in gain. df: degrees of freedom. SD: Standard deviation.

There is a great disparity in the sample sizes (n). If the variances are equal or the greater variance
is in the larger group, a different n value would not affect the contrast. Levene’s test of variance was
only significant in the case of Immersion, but the variance of the Non-Immersive group was greater
than the variance of the smaller Immersive group. Therefore, the disparity of n is not an obstacle to
performing an ANOVA analysis.

All classifications (except for No game/Game) present significant differences in their gains
(see Table 2 for ANOVA statistics and p). That is, there are no significant differences between
game-based environments and non-game-based ones.
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For technology, as shown in Figure 2, AR and SDI achieved the highest gains. The post hoc
analyses revealed that virtual reality and 3D CAD applications achieved significantly fewer gains
than AR, SDI_1, or SDI_2 (p < 0.05). VR (Gain = 12.8, 14.2%) provided 8.14% fewer gains than AR
(Gain = 20.1, 22.4%), 7.11% fewer gains than SDI_1 (Gain = 19.2, 21.3%) and 6.94% fewer gains than
SDI_2 (Gain = 19.1, 21.2%). The 3D CAD applications (Gain = 12.8, 14.3%) had 8.12%, 7.09%, and 6.92%
fewer gains than AR, SDI_1, and SDI_2, respectively.
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If the activity included survey learning (with or without wayfinding), the gain was significantly
greater (p < 0.05) than that for only wayfinding (Figure 3). Survey learning (Gain = 19.2, 21.3%)
had 7.10% more gains than wayfinding (Gain = 12.8, 14.2%) and survey learning, and wayfinding
(Gain = 18.8, 20.9%) had 6.64% more gains than only wayfinding.
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For the number of dimensions included in the workshops, as shown in Figure 4, 2D (with or
without 3D) tasks provided significantly better results than only 3D (p < 0.05). Alone, 2D (Gain = 19.2,
21.3%) offered 7.10% more gains than 3D (Gain = 12.8, 14.2%), while 2D and 3D (Gain = 18.8, 20.9%)
had 6.64% more gains than only 3D.
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5. Discussion

Five factors were considered in the study: game/no game, technology (SDI_1, SDI_2, augmented
reality, virtual reality, game engine and 3D CAD apps.), activity (survey learning, wayfinding), 2D/3D
graphic environments and, finally, immersive or non-immersive environments.
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5.1. Game/No Game Environments

There were no significant differences found between game-based environments and non-game-
based ones. Therefore, game-based environments can be considered an alternative strategy for the
development of spatial orientation skills. In the field of the development of spatial skills with
gaming environments, other authors agree with this statement, stressing that "several different forms
(game environments) of training can be highly successful" [77]. The results of the strategy based on
a gaming environment showed an improvement in spatial orientation skills, which agrees with
the results of David [76]. In this sense, the role of the motivation engendered by games can help
facilitate spatial orientation training, both for students and professionals. Regarding the type of game,
Klazky [80] highlighted the importance of the player’s perspective in the development of spatial skills.
Keeping this in mind, in the present research, the game-based environment used the Unity game
engine. The participants toured a territory where they had previously designed different landforms
and carried out spatial orientation activities. In this tour, control of the movement direction offered
the students different visual landscapes coinciding with the player’s viewpoint. This characteristic
(that is, the similarity between the perception of the game environment and the corresponding real
environment) can facilitate the development of spatial orientation skills. In other types of games,
such as Tetris, the movement controls do not match a player-centered point of view. Thus, such games
develop other types of spatial skills, such as mental rotation [78].

5.2. Technology

The post hoc analyses revealed that VR and 3D CAD applications achieved significantly fewer
gains than AR, SDI_1, or SDI_2 (p < 0.05). VR (Gain = 12.81, 14.2%) had 8.14% fewer gains than AR
(Gain = 20.14, 22.4%), which had 7.11% fewer gains than SDI_1 (Gain = 19.21, 21.3%) and 6.94% fewer
gains than SDI_2 (Gain = 19.06, 21.2%). The 3D CAD applications (Gain = 12.83, 14.3%) had 8.12%,
7.09%, and 6.92% fewer gains that AR, SDI_1, and SDI_2, respectively.

Of the six technologies used in the study (SDI_1, SDI_2, augmented reality, virtual reality,
game engine, and 3D CAD applications), two of them showed significantly lower gains than the rest:
Virtual Reality and CAD applications. Virtual Reality had 8.14%, 7.11%, and 6.94% fewer gains than
those obtained using AR, SDI_1, and SDI_2, respectively. However, the great variability of the VR
workshop data used in this study could be a limitation. In the workshop with 3D CAD applications,
the gains obtained were also 8.12%, 7.09%, and 6.92% lower than those in the workshops performed
with AR, SDI_1, and SDI_2.

Considering previous studies, Waller et al. [81] also noted the lower performance of VR for
the development of spatial orientation. However, since the date of that study, virtual reality has
experienced great advances. Other authors, such as Roca-González et al. (from F20), have obtained
results similar to those obtained in this study with Augmented Reality, SDI_1, and SDI_2 in spatial
orientation gains, combining VR-based strategies with map-based strategies. Regarding the use of
3D CAD applications, the Cad Mapper 3D digital mapping repository together with the 3D CAD
application SketchUp were used in our research. CAD applications are an effective tool to engage in
spatial skill acquisition strategies [82].

5.3. Activity: Survey Learning/Wayfinding

Survey learning and wayfinding are the two main sources of spatial orientation skill acquisition.
The results indicate that survey learning-type activities are 7.1% more effective in developing spatial
orientation skill than wayfinding-based strategies. A strategy combining the two types of activities
(survey learning and wayfinding) is 6.64% more effective than a spatial orientation skill development
strategy based exclusively on wayfinding. Traditional maps remain an important tool linked to spatial
orientation. Activities that use maps for the development of spatial orientation, both those with maps
alone and those combining maps with wayfinding activities, continue to be employed for this purpose.
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Considering previous studies, recent research (such as that carried out by Carbonell, Shipley,
and Jaeger [56]) also concluded that maps remain a powerful tool for the development of spatial
thinking. Regarding the combined use of the two activities, Chaloupska et al. [5] stated the need to
establish a blended learning model that includes map reading and wayfinding activities for spatial
skill training and development.

Therefore, the type of activity (survey learning or wayfinding) is highly relevant. Orientation
tasks that use maps (survey learning) are more efficient for the development of spatial orientation than
tasks related to wayfinding. Combined survey learning and wayfinding strategies also provide better
results than those carried out exclusively with wayfinding.

5.4. Diemsions: 2D/3D

In the six workshops covered in this research, some activities were carried out in 2D and some in
3D. The 2D and 3D activities were also combined in the same workshop. The 2D activities (with or
without 3D) produced better results than those using only 3D. The 2D activities had 7.10% greater gains
in spatial orientation skill development than those using 3D, and the combined 2D and 3D strategy
obtained 6.64% more gains compared to the strategies that only used 3D. These results highlight the
convenience of using traditional exercises with 2D maps while also combining 2D and 3D for the
improvement of spatial orientation skills instead of using 3D-only strategies. Tory et al. [60] also opted
for a 2D/3D combination for precise orientation and position tasks.

This choice coincides with the type of technology. Strategies carried out with geoportals that offer
2D maps, such as Spatial data infrastructures, are efficient for the development of spatial orientation.
Blended strategies using maps (2D) and AR (3D) alongside the two types of activities (survey learning
and wayfinding) have demonstrated their potential for the development of spatial orientation skills.

5.5. Immersive or Non-Immersive Environments

The results show that the gain in spatial orientation is 6.47% higher when using non-immersive
rather than immersive environments, although the data on the virtual reality workshop in our study
have very high variability, which could be a limitation. Compared to previous studies, virtual reality
showed lower (although not significantly lower) results in spatial orientation gains than other strategies
based on non-immersive environments using 3D tools and maps [65]. Again, the use of maps was
shown to be an important factor for the development of spatial orientation skills.

For the measurement of spatial orientation skills in immersive environments, some authors
recommend using the 3D Perspective-Taking Test instead of the 2D versions [83], such as the one used
in the present study. This question could be a determining factor for analyzing the impact of virtual
environments based on spatial orientation skills, thus giving rise to a future research direction. Future
research that addresses this topic is necessary given the great possibilities offered by virtual reality in
the field of landscape architecture.

6. Conclusions

Professional landscape architecture organizations have requested training from educational
institutions based on new skills and methodologies for the curriculum development of students. In this
sense, many studies emphasize the importance of spatial orientation skills in landscape architecture,
both in the academic and professional fields, as well as strategies for relevant training. Spatial orientation
skills can be developed through specific training strategies, but different strategies offer different results.
Determining which strategies are most appropriate for training and improving spatial orientation skills
is necessary for landscape architects. The present research used different strategies, taking into account
several factors that intervene in orientation tasks, such as the technology used, the use of gaming or
non-gaming environments, the type of activity (orientation task), the use of a two-dimensional or
three-dimensional environment, and the use of virtual reality environments.
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The results of this analysis indicate that there is no single strategy that is best. Rather, different
factors determine a strategy’s suitability for the development of spatial orientation skills.

In relation to the type of activity and the use of 2D/3D representations, survey learning activities
are more effective than wayfinding activities, just as 2D representations offer better results than
3D ones. Interestingly, the blended strategies combining these factors were shown to be the most
efficient—that is, strategies that combine survey learning and wayfinding activities or that combine 2D
maps and 3D representations. The same is true for technology, where a combination of 2D and 3D
technologies was the best option.

Gaming environments also offer great possibilities and can be considered a valid alternative. It is
necessary to emphasize that, given the great variety of gaming environments, those that offer the
player a first-person perspective are the most suitable for the development of spatial orientation skills.
Blended strategies are again important here. In the present research, the strategy carried out using a
first-person gaming environment was also combined; 2D and 3D environments were used alongside
survey learning and wayfinding activities.

Immersive environments were somewhat less efficient than non-immersive environments for the
development of spatial orientation skills, although the limitations of our study (its great variability
and measurement tools) preclude a definitive conclusion in this area.

The technologies used in this study are easy to use and free; they do not require extensive specific
software training. The test used to measure spatial orientation was, for example, provided through
a web address where it can be downloaded. This makes it possible to carry out an interdisciplinary
approach that covers both the field of education and the professional practice of landscape architecture,
since the workshops described can also be easily carried out in professional settings.
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